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LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT MACH NUMBERS 
FROM 0.50 TO 1.19 OF A SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 
MODEL WITH A MODIFIED M WING 
By Edward J. Ray and Robert T. Taylor 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been made at Mach numbers ranging from 0.50 to 1.19 in the 
Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic char- 
acteristics of a supersonic transport airplane configuration designated SCAT 18. Longi- 
tudinal stability and control effectiveness characteristics were determined for various 
combinations of model components and the complete configuration with two different 
horizontal- tail sizes. 
The results of the investigation indicated that the addition of the horizontal tails had 
only a small effect on longitudinal stability of the configuration as a result of the 
extremely high downwash rate in the region of the tail. Reductions in horizontal-tail con- 
trol  effectiveness were apparent at moderate angles of attack as a result of possible 
reductions in dynamic pressure with increasing angle of attack in the region of the tail. 
The highest untrimmed lift-to-drag ratio occurring for the model with the larger horizon- 
tal tail was  8.6 at a Mach number of 0.98. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past decade the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has 
directed a considerable amount of aerodynamic research towards the attainment of a com- 
mercially acceptable supersonic transport concept capable of cruise flight near a Mach 
number of 3.0. In 1959, the NASA presented a technical summary to the Federal Aviation 
Agency which indicated that the cruise phase of commercial supersonic flight was techni- 
cally feasible for the ranges under consideration. (See ref. 1.) 
The conflicting aerodynamic requirements presented by the off-design conditions 
have led to the study of a variety of configuration concepts. These concepts, designated 
as supersonic commercial air transports (SCAT) 1 through 19 with variations, have 
included variable- sweep wing, variable- sweep auxiliary wing panel, and fixed wing 
arrangements. A summary and index of the experimental characteristics of the NASA 
SCAT concepts are contained in reference 2. 
*\ 
One of the major problems associated with the off-design conditions of a supersonic 
transport configuration with wings whose leading edges a r e  subsonic at cruise has been 
the attainment of acceptable static longitudinal stability characteristics throughout the 
entire speed range. Several of the SCAT concepts which have been explored by the NASA 
have indicated promising performance characteristics but have exhibited undesirable 
longitudinal stability characteristics at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. One 
approach which has been taken to maintain a wing with a reasonably high aspect ratio and 
a favorable load distribution is the M-wing concept. Subsonic and transonic investiga- 
tions, references 3 and 4, respectively, have indicated that favorable pitching-moment 
characteristics might be obtained with an M-wing arrangement. 
The purpose of the present investigation is to determine the subsonic and transonic 
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a warped M-wing supersonic transport config- 
uration designated as SCAT 18. This concept, designed for a cruise Mach number of 2.60, 
incorporates a slightly cambered fuselage and horizontal tails mounted at a dihedral angle 
of 8' near the base of the vertical tail. The four simulated engines a r e  mounted below the 
wing. A similar SCAT 18 arrangement has been tested at supersonic Mach numbers 
ranging from 2.30 to 2.96 and these results are contained in reference 5. 
The present paper presents the static longitudinal results determined for the 
SCAT 18 concept at Mach numbers ranging from 0.50 to 1.19 which corresponded to a 
Reynolds number (based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord) range of 2.88 X lo6 to 
4.50 x 106. In addition, experimental results are included herein which indicate the 
effects of the various model components on the longitudinal characteristics of the model. 
Longitudinal stability, control, and performance parameters a r e  presented for the 
SCAT 18 configuration with two different horizontal-tail sizes. The results of the inves- 
tigation a re  presented with a minimum of analysis in order to expedite publication of the 
basic data. 
SYMBOLS 
The data contained herein are referred to the wind-axis system. Reference dimen- 
sions used in the reduction of these data are indicated in this section. The moment ref- 
erence point was  at fuselage station 28.32 in. (71.93 cm) throughout the investigation. 
(See fig. l(a).) 
The units used for  the physical quantities defined in this paper are given both in 
U.S. Customary Units and in the International System of Units (SI). 
two systems a re  given in reference 6. 
Factors relating the 
2 
local chord of airfoil section, in. (cm) 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, 12.32 in. (31.29 cm) 
Internal axial force 
qs 
nacelle internal axial-force coefficient, 
drag coefficient, Drag 
qs 
effective change in drag coefficient caused by unit angular change i n  
horizontal-tail deflection, 9, per deg a it 
Lift lift coefficient, -
qs 
lift-curve slope at an angle of attack of Oo, - aCL 
aa 
Pitching moment pitching - moment coefficient , 
95% 
aCm static margin at CL = 0, -
a CL 
effective change in pitching-moment coefficient at CL = 0 caused by unit 
angular change in horizontal-tail deflection, s, per deg 
a1t 
pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift 
horizontal-tail surface deflection measured from model reference line 
(position trailing edge down), deg 
mean wing incidence, deg 
lift-to-drag ratio 
Mach number 





Reynolds number based on c 4 
wing reference area including body intercept (see fig. l(b)), 1.525 ft2 
(0.1417 m2) 
St horizontal-tail area, ft2 (m2) 
X coordinate in streamwise direction, positive rearward, in. (cm) 
Y coordinate in spanwise direction, y = 0 at fuselage center line, in. (cm) 
vertical distance measured from model reference line to upper surface of 
wing (positive direction up), in. (cm) 
zU 
vertical distance measured from model reference line to lower surface of 
wing (positive direction up), in. (cm) 
z2 




average downwash angle (determined from tail-incidence tests), deg 






HL large horizontal tail 
HS small horizontal tail 
N engine nacelles 




Drawings of the complete model and the various model components are shown in 
figure 1 and photographs of the model are presented as figure 2. Tables I and I1 give the 
geometric characteristics of the model and the coordinates of the wing, respectively. 
The wing of the SCAT 18 arrangement consisted of symmetrical NACA 65A-series 
streamwise airfoil sections varying in thickness from 4.22 percent chord at spanwise sta- 
tion 1.50 in. (3.81 cm) to 3.25 percent chord at spanwise station 3.40 in. (8.64 cm). (See 
fig. l(b).) The wing thickness remained constant at 3.25 percent chord outboard to span- 
wise station 7.31 in. (18.57 cm). The thickness of the wing from spanwise station 7.31 in. 
(18.57 cm) to the wing tip was 2.82 percent of the wing chord. 
The large and small horizontal tails and the vertical tail employed 3-percent-thick 
circular-arc streamwise airfoil sections. Both of the horizontal-tail arrangements were 
mounted to the fuselage at a dihedral angle of 8'. The afterbody of the otherwise circular 
fuselage was  modified to provide flat surfaces to accommodate the mounting of the 
horizontal-tail surfaces. (See fig. l(a).) 
The model of the present study was similar to the basic model utilized in the inves- 
tigation of reference 5 with the exception of the assumed center-of-gravity location and 
the simulated engine arrangement. Four individual circular nacelles, having constant - 
internal dimensions, were employed for the present study. Details of the nacelle arrange- 
ment are shown in figure l(c). 
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS 
The investigation of the modified SCAT 18 model was made in the Langley high- 
speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel at Mach numbers of 0.50, 0.79, 0.89, 0.98, 1.01, and 1.19. The 
Reynolds number (based on the average temperature) and dynamic pressure, at each of 

























The model was sting mounted and the forces and moments were measured with an 1 
internally mounted six-component strain- gage balance. The angles of attack have been 
corrected for the bending of the sting and balance combination due to aerodynamic loading.. 
Transition strips of No. 60 carborundum grains were applied near the leading edge 
of the airfoil, 1 inch (2.54 cm) behind the fuselage nose, and near the leading edge of the 
outside and inside of the engine nacelles to assure transition to turbulent boundary layer. 
The internal skin friction of the four straight-through engine-nacelle simulators 
was computed and the experimental axial-force data were corrected at each test Mach 
number by the computed internal axial-force coefficient 
table: 











Nacelle base pressure and fuselage chamber pressure measurements were made 
and the drag data were adjusted to correspond to a condition of free-stream static pres- 
sure  at the solid portions of the nacelle bases and in the balance cavity of the fuselage. 
Jet-boundary and blockage corrections a r e  negligible for the slotted tunnel configu- 
ration and, therefore, were not applied to the data. 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The results of the investigation are presented in the following figures: 
Effect of configuration components on the longitudinal characteristics of the 
Effect of horizontal -tail size on the longitudinal characteristics of the model. 
Effect of horizontal-tail deflection on the longitudinal characteristics of the 
Effect of horizontal-tail deflection on the longitudinal characteristics of the 
Effect of horizontal-tail size on longitudinal control effectiveness. 
Figure 
model. M = 0.50 to 1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
M=0.50 to1 .19  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
model with the small horizontal tail. M = 0.50 to 1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
model with the large horizontal tail. M = 0.50 to 1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
M=0.50to1 .19  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
6 
? Figure 
Downwash characteristics of the model with the small  horizontal tail and 
Summary of the longitudinal characteristics of the model at Mach numbers 
. with the large horizontal tail. M = 0.50 to  1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
from 0.50 to  1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A detailed discussion of results obtained in this investigation of a supersonic trans- 
port model with a modified M wing at Mach numbers from 0.50 to  1.19 has been omitted 
in order to  expedite publication of these data. A few observations are made, however, in 
order to point out some of the more important results obtained. 
Longitudinal Stability and Control 
Nonlinearities in the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient 
were exhibited for all the configurations investigated. (See figs. 3 and 4.) The addition 
of two different horizontal-tail arrangements, differing in size, had only a small effect on 
the longitudinal stability level of the configuration due to the extremely high downwash 
rate in the region of the tail. As shown in figure 7, the downwash rate at the tail dc/da! 
w a s  about 0.8 throughout the Mach number range of the investigation. In addition, the con- 
figurations incorporating the two different horizontal-tail arrangements indicated substan- 
tial reduction in longitudinal control effectiveness with increasing angle of attack (fig. 8), 
probably resulting from reduced dynamic pressure at the tail. Addition of the horizontal 
tails resulted in sizable positive increments in the zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient 
due to the misalinement between the effective mean chord planes of the wing and horizon- 
tal tail. (See fig. 9.) If the assumed center -of -gravity location were moved forward by 
about 10 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord to a center-of-gravity location sim- 
ilar to the one assumed in the investigation of reference 5, the large horizontal-tail con- 
figuration would t r im without control deflection at  the lift coefficient for maximum lift-to- 
drag ratio in the subsonic Mach number range. (See figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c).) 
Performance 
The maximum untrimmed lift-to-drag ratios of the large horizontal-tail configura- 
tion varied from 7.6 at a Mach number of 0.50 to a maximum lift-to-drag ratio of 8.6 at 
a Mach number of 0.98. (See fig. 9.) The transonic drag r i se  occurred at a Mach num- 
ber near 0.98. An untrimmed lift-to-drag ratio of about 7.0 was indicated for the 
7 
r( .large-tail configuration at the highest test Mach number of 1.19. A maximum untrimmed 
lift-to-drag ratio of 9.2 was exhibited for the tail-off configuration at a Mach number 
of 0.98. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va. , December 20, 1966, 
7 720-01- 00-03- 23. 
__ - 
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I *  TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 




1.90 Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Span, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20.40 (51.82) 
Reference area, ft2 (m2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.525 (0.1417) 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . .  12.32 (31.29) 
Airfoil section (streamwise) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NACA 65A series 
Tip chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.44 (6.20) 
Fuselage: 
Length, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  46.63 (118.44) 
Fuselage base area, in2 (cm2) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.02 (25.94) 
Small horizont a1 tail: 
Span, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.23 (18.36) 
Area, ft2 (m2), both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.21 (0.020) 
Tip chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.53 (3.89) 
Root chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.70 (17.02) 
Airfoil section (streamwise) . . . . . . . . .  0.03~-thick circular-arc 
Dihedral angle, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
st/s 0.14 
8.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Large hor izont a1 tail : 
Span, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.40 (23.88) 
Area, ft2 (mz), both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.32 (0.030) 
Root chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.10 (20.57) 
Tip chord, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.53 (3.89) 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.03~-thick circular-arc 
St/S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dihedral angle, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.21 
8.00 
Engine nacelles (each): 
Length, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.50 (19.05) 
Capture area, in2 (cm2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.71 (4.58) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Base area, in2 (cm2) 1.43 (9.22) 
9 
TABLE 11.- WING COORDINATES 
[Nl dimensions in inches (cmd 
X zu 4 
~ 
y = 1.095 (2.781) 










2.708 ( 6.878) 

















,346 ( ,879) 
.357 ( .907) 













,379 ( ,963) 
.345 ( ,876) 
,321 ( ,815) 
,293 ( ,744) 
,260 ( ,660) 
.227 ( ,576) 
.192 ( .488) 
,158 ( ,488) 
,123 ( ,401) 
,089 ( ,226) 
0.300 (0.762) 
,261 ( .663) 
.253 ( ,643) 
.240 ( .610) 
.218 ( .554) 
,187 ( ,475) 
.156 ( .396) 
,122 ( .310) 
,075 ( .190) 













,015 ( ,038) 
,038 ( ,096) 
,062 ( ,157) 
,086 ( ,218) 
I y = 1.500 (3.810) x = 0 at model station 22.835 (58.001) 
0 
.064 ( 0.162) 
.097 ( .246) 
.162 ( .411) 
,323 ( .820) 
.646 ( 1.641) 
,968 ( 2.459) 
1.291 ( 3.279) 
1.937 ( 4.920) 
2.582 ( 6.558) 
3.228 ( 8.199) 



































,369 ( .937) 
,334 ( .848) 
,296 ( .752) 
,262 ( ,665) 
.226 ( .574) 





































.050 ( .127) 
,073 ( ,185) 
.095 ( .241) 
.117 ( .297) 
.141 ( .358) 
,165 ( .419) 
.187 ( .475) 
X ZU 21 
y = 2.040 (5.182) 
x = 0 at model station 22.101 (56.137) 
0 
.067 ( 0.170) 
,100 ( .254) 
.167 ( .424) 
.334 ( ,848) 
,667 ( 1.694) 
1.000 ( 2.540) 
1.334 ( 3.388) 
2.001 ( 5.082) 
2.667 ( 6.774) 






































,367 ( ,932) 
,317 ( .805) 
,275 ( ,698) 










,349 ( ,886) 
.313 ( ,795) 
,276 ( ,701) 
.245 ( .622) 
,222 ( .564) 
.192 ( ,488) 
,175 ( ,444) 
,157 ( ,399) 
,157 ( ,399) 
,154 ( ,391) 
,158 ( ,401) 
,159 ( ,404) 
,168 ( ,427) 
,188 ( ,478) 
,196 ( ,498) 
,214 ( ,544) 
,231 ( ,587) 
y = 2.551 (6.480) 
x = 0 at model station 20.528 (52.141) 
0 
.073 ( 0.185) 






















































.392 ( ,996) 
.341 ( .866) 
.289 ( .734) 





























.194 ( ,493) 
,198 ( .503) 
,205 ( .521) 
,212 ( .538) 
.228 ( .579) 
.235 ( .597) 





TABLE E.- WING COORDINATES - Continued 
zU z1 X I -~ =U J 4 
y = 6.121 (15.547) 
x = 0 at model station 26.289 (66.774) 
0 
,049 ( 0.124) 
,074 ( .188) 
,124 ( .315) 
.249 ( .632) 
,497 ( 1.262) 
,745 ( 1.892) 
.993 ( 2.522) 
1.490 ( 3.785) 
1.987 ( 5.047) 
2.483 ( 6.307) 
2.980 ( 7.569) 


































































y = 6.462 (16.413) 
x = 0 at model station 27.339 (69.4411 
0 
,045 ( 0.114) 
.068 ( ,173) 
,114 ( .290) 
.227 ( .576) 
.454 ( 1.153) 
.681 ( 1.730) 
.908 ( 2.306) 
1.362 ( 3.459) 
1.816 ( 4.613) 
2.270 ( 5.766) 
2.726 ( 6.924) 
3.180 ( 8.077) 

































































x = O  atn 
0 
.043 ( 0.109) 
.065 ( .165) 
.lo9 ( .277) 
.216 ( .053) 
.432 ( 1.097) 
.650 ( 1.651) 
.E66 ( 2.200) 
1.298 ( 3.297) 
1.731 ( 4.397) 
2.164 ( 5.496) 
2.597 ( 6.596) 
3.030 ( 7.696) 
3.463 ( 8.796) 


































































y = 6.802 (17.277) 
x = 0 at model station 28.385 (72.098) 
0 
.041 ( 0.104) 
.062 ( .157) 
.lo4 ( .264) 
.207 ( .526) 
.415 ( 1.054) 
,622 ( 1.580) 
.828 ( 2.103) 
1.243 ( 3.157) 
1.657 ( 4.209) 
2.071 ( 5.260) 
2.487 ( 6.317) 
2.900 ( 7.366) 
3.314 ( 8.418) 

































































TABLE LI. - WING COORDINATES - Continued 
X z1 zu 
0,145 ( 0.368) 
,270 ( .686) 
,564 ( 1.432) 
.982 ( 2.494) 
1.401 ( 3.558) 
1.819 ( 4.620) 

















.zag ( .582) 
,354 ( .899) 























.375 ( .952) 
.316 ( .803) 















.364 ( ,924) 
.313 ( .795) 




















.I97 ( .500) I .194 ( .493) 
I y = 3.741 (9.502) x = 0 at model station 18.964 (48.169) 
0 
.079 ( 0.201) 
.118 ( .300) 
.198 ( .503) 
.398 ( 1.011) 
.795 ( 2,019) 
1.192 ( 3.028) 
1.589 ( 4.036) 
2.383 ( 6.053) 



























































































































.075 ( 0.190) 
.I13 ( .287) 
.376 ( .955) 
.752 ( 1.910) 
1.128 ( 2.865) 
1.503 ( 3.818) 
2.256 ( 5.730) 
















.188 ( .478) 
























.266 ( .676) 
.197 ( .500) 

















.374 ( .950) 
,342 ( ,869) 
,313 ( .795) 
.290 ( .737) 
271 ( .688) 
257 ( .653) 
.242 ( .615) 
.225 ( .572) 
.195 ( .495) 
210 ( .533) 
y = 5.102 (12.959) 
x = 0 at model station 23.153 (58.809) 
0 
.062 ( 0.157) 
.094 ( .239) 
.156 ( .396) 
.312 ( .792) 
.624 ( 1.585) 
.937 ( 2.380) 
1.249 ( 3.172) 
1.872 ( 4.755) 
2.498 ( 6.345) 
3.121 ( 7.927) 


















































































X I zu 1 22 
y = 7.142 (18.141) 
0 
.038 ( 0.096) 
.057 ( .145) 
.096 ( .244) 






















x = 0 at model station 31.690 (80.493) 
0 
.084 ( 0.213) 
.281 ( .714) 
.479 ( 1.217) 
.676 ( 1.717) 
1.071 ( 2.720) 
1.269 ( 3.223) 
1.466 ( 3.724) 
1.747 ( 4.437) 
2.039 ( 5.179) 
2.330 ( 5.918) 
2.621 ( 6.657) 
2.912 ( 7.396) 
3.203 ( 8.136) 











,874 ( 2.220) 




























































































391 ( .993) 
.385 ( .978) 
.382 ( .970) 
.379 ( .963) 
.380 ( .965) 
.376 ( .955) 
.382 ( .970) 
.379 ( .963) 
.387 ( .983) 
.383 ( .973) 
.377 ( .958) 
.384 ( ,975) 
.383 ( .973) 
.385 ( .978) 
,384 ( .975) 
0 
.057 ( 0.145) 
.192 ( .488) 
.327 ( .830) 
.462 ( 1.173) 
.596 ( 1.514) 
.731 ( 1.857) 
.866 ( 2.200) 
1.001 ( 2.542) 
1.193 ( 3.030) 
1.391 ( 3.533) 
1.590 ( 4.039) 
1.988 ( 5.050) 
2.187 ( 5.555) 
2.385 ( 6.058) 
2.584 ( 6.563) 
2.783 ( 7.069) 
2.981 ( 7.572) 
3.180 ( 8.077) 
3.379 ( 8.583) 
3.578 ( 9.088) 
3.777 ( 9.594) 






.363 ( .922) 


























.347 ( :881) 
.357 ( .907) 
,357 ( .907) 




















.389 ( .988) 
.390 ( .991) 
.395 (1.003) 
y = 10.202 (25.913) 
x = 0 at model station 38.628 (98.1151 
0 
.031 ( 0.079) 
.lo3 ( ,262) 
.174 ( .442) 
.247 ( .627) 
.392 ( .996) 
.463 ( 1.176) 
.535 ( 1.359) 
.638 ( 1.620) 
.319 ( .810) 























2.019 ( 5.128) 
2.125 ( 5.398) 
2.231 ( 5.667) 
2.338 ( 5.938) 
2.444 ( 6.208) 
0.215 (0.546) 
.223 ( .566) 
.234 ( .594) 
.244 ( .620) 
.254 ( .645) 
.263 ( .668) 
,271 ( .688) 
.279 ( .709) 
.287 ( .729) 
.294 ( .747) 
.300 ( .762) 
.304 ( .772) 
,307 ( .?BO) 
.310 ( .787) 
.310 ( .787) 
.306 ( .777) 
.303 ( .770) 
,300 ( .762) 
.296 ( .752) 
.291 ( .739) 
.287 ( 329) 
.283 ( .719) 
.278 ( .706) 
.274 ( 396) 
.270 ( 386)  
.309 ( .785) 





















.213 ( .541) 
,219 ( .556) 
.224 ( .569) 
.231 ( .587) 
.236 ( ,599) 
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(a) M = 0.50. 
Figure 3.- Effect of components on the longitudinal characteristics of the model at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 1.19. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure. 3.- Continued. 
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(C) M = 0.89. 
Figure 3.- Continued. 
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(c )  Concluded. 
Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. 
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(f) Concluded. 
Figure 3.- Concluded. 
(a) M = 0.50. 
Figure 4- Effect of horizontal-tail size on the longitudinal characteristics of the model at Mach numbers of 0.50 to 1.19. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(b) M = 0.79. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(d) Concluded. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(f) M = 1.19. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- Effect of horizontal-tail deflection on the longitudinal characteristics of the model with the small horizontal tail. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(b) M = 0.79. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5. Continued. 
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(c) Concluded. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(e) Concluded. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Effect of horizontal-tail deflection on the longitudinal characteristics of the model with the large horizontal tail. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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(c) Concluded. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 8- Downwash characteristics of the model with the small horizontal tail and with the large horizontal tail. M = 0.50 to 1.19. 
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Figure 9.- Summary of the longitudinal characteristics of the model at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 1.19. 
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